Inter-site Transfers

The Need
Having the right amount of inventory is a key
goal for any distributor. In occurrences where
stock is needed at other locations, is it
important that the stock is accounted for
and tracked while in transit.

The Solution
The Trinity Myridas Inter-Site Transfers module
provides the functionality for carrying out
stock transfers between sites. When physically
transferring Items between sites, there will be
a time period when the Items are not at either
site, whether they are being transferred across
a country or even across a business estate. The
Inter-Site Transfers module allows you to set
up "In-Transit" sites so that stock transferred
between sites can be continually tracked.

Key Features:
• Stock Transfer
The facility to transfer stock between sites while maintaining permanent visibility.
• In-Transit Sites
Multiple In-Transit sites can be set up in the Inter-Site Details Maintenance window. In-Transit sites are used solely
for the allocation of inter-site transfers and represent the period during which Items are at neither the purchasing
nor the selling site.
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• Internal Debtors & Creditors
Internal Debtors and Creditors are used primarily in sales and purchasing transactions where debtors and creditors
must be entered. All sites involved in Inter-Site Transfers should have Internal Debtor and Internal Creditor values
assigned to them in the Inter-Site Details Maintenance window.
• Purchase Order Creation
The Microsoft Dynamics™ GP Purchase Order Entry window has been given added functionality by the Inter-Site
Transfers module to create purchase orders for inter-site transfers. Inter-site purchase orders can also be generated
automatically using the Microsoft Dynamics™ GP Generate Suggested Purchase Orders window.

Request your demo of Inter-Site Transfers:
http://dynavistics.com/request-a-demo

m-hance provides m-hancements (also known as Trinity) to maximize the value
customers realize from their Microsoft Dynamics GP investment. m-hance provides
business software solutions which enable Microsoft Dynamics users to save time,
cut costs and increase efficiency. m-hance is one of the largest Microsoft Dynamics
partners in the world and is recognized as a successful and accredited solutions
developer. m-hance provides Microsoft partners across 20 different countries with
integrated software modules. These solutions extend the functionality of their
clients’ core Dynamics GP application with m-hancements covering Distribution,
Telesales, Inventory, Procurement, Bank Management, and Document
Management.
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